A Three-Tiered System
Flooding may happen in our area when
large amounts of rain occur over a short
period of time or from a single, heavy
storm, tropical system, or hurricane. After
these storms, we rely on a man-made
flood control system to drain excess water
from the low, flat lands.

The South Florida Water
Management District
operates the major canals,
or clrciivicige superhighways,
for our region. These primary
canals are the first tier in our
three-tiered drainage system.

Flood control is achieved through an
interconnected drainage system. Our
three-tiered system can be compared to
a roadway system. Small streets in
neighborhoods and towns carry traffic to
larger, secondary highways. Secondary
highways, in turn, connect and carry traffic
to turnpikes and superhighways, or our
primary vehicle transport system.
Similarly, neighborhood ditches, swales,
and conduits, referred to as our tertiary
system, carry excess stormwater to
secondary canals. In turn, secondary canals
operated by water control districts, cities,
or counties connect and carry excess water
to our primary canal system. Primary
canals operated by the South Florida
Water Management District are the
drainage superhighways for our region.

Drainage Components
and Connections
Large and small structures,
culverts, gates, weirs, pumps,
and levees, even street grates
are all components of our
drainage system. Water bodies
such as ponds, lakes, and
lagoons also play a role in
water management. While they
do provide a beautiful view,
their real function is to hold
excess rainwater or to carry it
off to regional storage areas or
to the ocean.
Swales and grassed water
storage areas are important
features in water management
systems. In addition to storing
and conveying water, they help
recharge water in the
underground aquifer and
improve water quality by catching
sediment and filtering nutrients.

Our interconnected system achieves
maximum benefit when all components
are well maintained and kept in good
working order. As in a chain of dominoes,
each component must properly function
and connect to the next to allow for
optimum drainage conditions. However,
even with well-engineered systems,
flooding may still occur during and after
extreme rain events.

Factors Affecting Drainage
Existing levels in surface waters and
groundwater affect the ability of drainage
systems to receive or store new rainfall. If
surface waters such as canals, lakes and
rivers are already full, they cannot receive
or transport additional water. Just like our
highways, when they cannot receive more
cars from feeder roads because they are
jammed or have reached their carrying
capacity, water cannot flow into primary
canals if they are full or if the flow has
become blocked. Additionally, if the
underground water table is already high,
water cannot soak into the saturated
ground. After a heavy rain, water in
streets, swales, yards, and low-lying areas
is expected and normal.
During and after storms, excess rainwater
is typically discharged through canals and
structures to the ocean. However, tides,
winds, and even the phase of the moon
can affect discharge to the sea. When tides
are high, the same floodgates that allow
for the flow of excess freshwater to the
ocean become salinity barriers preventing
saltwater from entering, or intruding into
our underground, freshwater aquifers.

Protection through Permitting
Development activities that affect how
much rain soaks into the ground, how
much water leaves a property, and where
it will go must be permitted by water
management districts. Permits protect the
water resources of the state and provide
for adequate drainage while ensuring that
other people or properties are not
adversely affected.
Permits also address water quality issues
and protect wetlands. Water leaving a

